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a b s t r a c t

We validated the performance of RELAP MOD3.3 code regarding the hybrid SIT with available experi-
mental data. The concept of the hybrid SIT is to connect the pressurizer to SIT to utilize the water inside
SIT in the case of SBO or SB-LOCA combined with TLOFW. We investigated how well RELAP5 code
predicts the physical phenomena in terms of the equilibrium time, stratification, condensation against
Separate Effect Test (SET) data. We also conducted the validation of RELAP5 code against Integrated Effect
Test (IET) experimental data produced by the ATLAS facility. We followed conventional approach for code
validation of IET data, which are pre-test and post-test calculation. RELAP5 code shows substantial
difference with changing number of nodes. The increase of the number of nodes tends to reduce the
condensation rate at the interface between liquid and vapor inside the hybrid SIT. The environmental
heat loss also contributes to the large discrepancy between the simulation results of RELAP5 and the
experimental data.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

After Fukushima accident, the usage of the thermal-hydraulic
(T-H) system code extends to the analysis of Design Extension
(DEC) such as prolong Station Black Out (SBO) with many passive
engineered safety features. The simulation results produced by the
thermal-hydraulic system code such as RELAP5 MOD3.3 and MARS
code have been utilized to identify success criteria in Probabilistic
Safety Analysis and rulemaking for the licensing. The system codes
mostly provide very conservative results regarding Design Basis
Accident (DBA), which is sufficient to use for a guideline, when we
newly propose success criteria [1]. However, when simulation in-
cludes certain complicated phenomena during the DEC, the esti-
mated results show a high discrepancy with realistic values.
Condensation due to direct contact between saturated steam and
subcooled water is one of phenomena that induces many un-
certainties [2]. Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI)
proposed Hybrid Safety Injection Tank (H-SIT) system to mitigate
gineering, Khalifa University
tes.

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
accident such as Station Black Out (SBO) and Small Break-Loss of
Coolant Accident (SB-LOCA) combined with Total Loss of Feed
Water (TLOFW) [3]. The concept of H-SIT is connecting SIT with
pressurizer by Pressure Balance Line (PBL) for passive high-
pressure safety injection. When the saturated steam from the
pressurizer moves into the H-SIT and contacts the subcooled water
at the interface, we can predict the occurrence of the direct contact
condensation phenomena, which causes inaccurate results of the
conventional T-H codes [4].

In this paper, we will validate the performance of the RELAP5
MOD3.3 code on the H-SIT against two available experimental data,
which are from SET and IET. We followed the four-step approach of
assessment and validation of code described in Fig. 1. First, we
utilized the experiment data from SET to validate condensation
phenomena inside H-SIT [5]. We mainly focused on the prediction
of the physical phenomena such as the equilibrium time, conden-
sation and stratification. All detailed information on STEP 1
regarding SET will be discussed in section 2. Then, we will carry on
the validation of RELAP5 code against IET experimental data. It
includes two steps which are pre-test (STEP 2) and post-test (STEP
3) calculation. For the pre-test calculation, the geometrical config-
urations and initial conditions were based on data provided by the
operating agency (OA), KAERI. Then, a computational analysis using
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Fig. 1. The approach of assessment and validation of code.
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RELAP5/MOD3.3 carried out to understand the integral plant
behavior during accident scenarios [6]. Afterward, the OA provided
full sets of data obtained from performing experimental test. Next,
major plant conditions will be compared against experimental
values in order to quantify the discrepancy in the values obtained
by the pre-test simulation [7,8]. Noticeable differences are expected
during this phase of the analysis between analytical simulation and
experimental data. In step 3, the post-test calculation aims to
reduce the inconsistency between pre-test results and experi-
mental data. In more detail, certain simulation parameters (e.g.,
friction factors, heat loss coefficients, etc.) is modified in order to
obtain a higher degree of agreement with experimental test results.
We will discuss step 2 and step 3 in section 3 in this paper. After
that, we will discuss the final step, Validation and Verification
(V&V) of RELAP5/MOD3.3 code [9]. Although the discrepancies
between experimental and pre-test results are expected to be
drastically reduced during step 3 (Post-test calculation), a certain
degree of disagreement is expected to persist. Those differences can
be justified by the shortcoming of one-dimensional system codes.
2. The validation of the RELAP5 code for hybrid SIT against
Separate Effect Test (SET) data

2.1. Background of hybrid SIT

The concept of H-SIT is proposed by KAERI to utilize thewater of
SIT in the condition of SB-LOCA and SBO. Conventional SIT can
provide safety injection passively with depressurization of primary
system below 40 bar. However, SIT becomes useless during SB-
LOCA because the pressure in primary system remains high when
the break size is smaller than 2 inches [10]. H-SIT is a similar
concept of Core Makeup Tank in AP1000 of Westinghouse with a
different purpose. By connecting SIT with pressurizer as shown in
Fig. 2, we can increase the pressure of SIT passively and provide
safety injection into high pressure primary system. Being different
from conventional safety injection, H-SIT requires certain delay
time to inject water into the system. After an operator initiates H-
SIT operation, high-pressure steam provides into SIT through PBL. It
takes some time to get the pressure equilibrium between SIT and
pressurizer. After the pressure of SIT reach equilibrium, then the
injection becomes available. The mass flow rate of SIT is dependent
on driving force such as gravity head and pressure difference. If
delay time of H-SIT is too long, the operator must initiate H-SIT
operation early enough. It means the operator's response time also
rely on delay time. Thus, the delay time of H-SIT operation is an
essential parameter to establish emergency operation procedure.
The delay time is determined by direct contact condensation. More
condensation brings longer delay time. KAERI performed Separate
Effect Test (SET) on H-SIT to see local phenomena including pres-
sure equilibrium, direct contact condensation and stratification
effect on H-SIT operation.

2.2. The description and test condition of the SET facility on H-SIT

Ryu et al. have investigated the thermal-hydraulic phenomena
in the H-SIT using a SET facility [5]. They performed four tests with
different conditions to figure out parameter effects: the steam flow
rate effect, initial water level effect, and steam injection velocity
effect. For the steam flow rate effect, the steam flow from the
pressurizer has been controlled by Flow Control Valve (FCV). The
tests for 15% and 30% of FCV opening were performed. For initial
water level effect, the level of SIT was changed from 2.38 m to
2.44 m. In addition, to change steam injection velocity, the size of
H-SIT injection nozzle was changed from 2 inches to 1/2 inch.
Before they start parametric study, the base case of test has been
defined as follows. The temperature and pressure of pressurizer set
as 345.96 �C and 15.51 MPa, respectively. The temperature and
pressure of H-SIT set as 30 �C and 4.21 MPa, respectively. Moreover,
the water level of H-SIT determines 2.38 m out of 3 m height of H-
SIT. To observe the thermal-hydraulic phenomena, 33 of thermo-
couples were installed for measuring fluid temperature and 16 of
thermocouples were also installed for measuring wall temperature.
In addition, the level transmitter and DP sensor were added for
measurement.

2.3. The results of the SET facility on H-SIT

The results provide us how much time it takes to reach the
equilibrium pressure after initiation of H-SIT operation. When H-
SIT operation is initiated by opening a valve in PBL, the saturated
steam injects into SIT. Considering the configuration of primary
system, H-SIT is able to inject water into high-pressure system
when the pressure difference between SIT and pressurizer become
less than 0.07 MPa [5]. According to experimental results, the delay
time from initiation to injection took 461 s with 30% opening of FCV
and 759 s with 15% opening of FCV. During the first 50 s after
initiation, almost 90% of provided steam condensates and only 10%
of steam contribute to increasing the pressure of SIT. Even the
pressure reaches the equilibrium state after 600 s, 60% of steam still
condensate at the interface betweenwater and steam, while 40% of
steam contributes to maintaining system pressure. This indicates
that the pressure of primary systemwill be reduced somewhat and
the equilibrium of pressure for injection of H-SIT can be lower than
the assumption that Ryu et al. provided. Another important phe-
nomenon is stratification at the interface. When hot steam injected
into subcooled water, it could not penetrate water surface. It simply
forms layer of water with higher temperature. This cause more
solid stratification effect. After the steam forms the hotter water
layer, then stratification reduces condensation and make more
steam contribute to increasing the pressure of SIT. The experi-
mental result shows the fluid layer of stratification is relatively very
thin. It means the coolant at the bottom of SIT still remain sub-
cooled condition and provide more margin to extract heat from a
reactor core.

2.4. RELAP5 code analysis on H-SIT

We validate the RELAP5 Mod3.3 code against SET experimental
data. It needs to be noted that even though the RELAP5 code is very
conservative and robust system analysis code, the results of simu-
lation can be different by user's expertise and experience as well as
various T-H models. Thus, we will compare the effect of different
nodes and discuss flow regimes that cause significant change in the



Fig. 2. Concept of hybrid SIT.
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results of simulation in this section.

2.4.1. Nodalization of H-SIT system for RELAP5 input
The RELAP5 input has been generated to comply with the

specification of the SET facility on H-SIT at KAERI. Pressurizer
considered as a time-dependent volume that provides steam
consistently. The flow control valve is located near to pressurizer as
same as SET configuration at KAERI. The inner diameter and length
of PBL are 11.84 mm and 31.23 m, respectively. The inner diameter
and height of the SIT are 0.56 m and 3 m, respectively. 15% of FCV
opening is only considered in the case studies. The nodalization of
H-SIT system is illustrated in Fig. 3.

We prepared six different RELAP5 inputs with 3 nodes, 6 nodes
and 12 nodes of SIT considering the environmental heat loss. We
intentionally ignored the ratio of a length over diameter (L/D ratio)
for 12 nodes of SIT model. Length should be bigger than diameter
for each node for averaged calculation in RELAP5 simulation.
However, to compare the node effect by user, the results of 3, 6 and
12 nodes model have been compared. The length of each volume
for different nodes is given in Table 1 and the different cases of the
RELAP5 simulation is described in Table 2.

2.4.2. Simulation results of H-SIT system with RELAP5 code
RELAP5 simulation with six cases has been performed and

investigated in terms of equilibrium time of H-SIT system, level of
SIT, fluid temperatures of H-SIT and flow regimes, then compare
with experimental SET data from KAERI.

2.4.2.1. Equilibrium time of pressure in H-SIT system after initiation
of H-SIT operation. After the operator initiates H-SIT operation, the
actual injectionwill occur with certain delay time. In the case of 15%
opening of FCV without heat loss, the delay time of injectionwith 6
nodes was 370 s while the experimental data showed 759 s. The
time with 12 nodes was shorter than that of 6 nodes, while that
with 3 nodes was longer than that of 6 nodes. In results, all of the
code simulation estimate short time than experimental data. It
means RELAP5 code estimates faster pressure build-up than real
case inside H-SIT. The results is summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 4.
The pressure of 3 nodes simulation showed abrupt change near
50 s. It will be discussed when we discuss the flow regime next
section.

2.4.2.2. Level of SIT. The level change of SIT indicates the rate of
condensation after steam injection into SIT. As shown in Fig. 5, the
level of SIT with 3 nodes estimated more condensation effect than
that of experimental data, while the level of SIT with 12 nodes
predict less condensation effect. The simulation of 6 nodes are close
to the experimental data. However, the level of SIT increases fast at
the beginning of operation by more condensation effect. Then, the
increase rate of level become less after the stratification forms at
interface between fluid and steam. After initiation of H-SIT opera-
tion, almost 90% of steam condensates by direct contact conden-
sation, the rate of condensation became 60% when system pressure
reaches equilibrium pressure.

2.4.2.3. Fluid temperatures of hybrid SIT in the vertical direction.
The solid line in Fig. 6 indicates the fluid temperature of the
stratified layer in the H-SIT from experimental data, while the
dashed lines are the result of RELAP5 simulation. The experiment
shows the thin stratification layer at the interface between vapor



Fig. 3. Nodalization of SET facility on H-SIT at KAERI.

Table 1
The length of volume in Hybrid SIT with 3, 6 and 12 Nodes.

3 Nodes 6 Nodes 12 Nodes

volid x-length volid x-length volid x-length

1 0.620 1 0.140 1 0.140
2 0.480 2 0.160

3 0.160
4 0.160

2 1.493 3 0.746 5 0.320
6 0.320

4 0.747 7 0.320
8 0.320

3 0.887 5 0.747 9 0.320
10 0.320
11 0.320

6 0.140 12 0.140

Table 2
The cases of the RELAP5 simulation.

Case No. No. of nodes Heat Loss

1 3 insulated
2 3 applied
3 6 insulated
4 6 applied
5 12 insulated
6 12 applied

Table 3
Time to reach equilibrium pressure in H-SIT.

Heat loss Experimental value (sec) 3 N

No heat loss 759 460
With heat loss 388
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and liquid. However, the simulation only can estimate the average
temperature of volume for the stratified layer. The temperature at
top volume in 3 node case shows relatively a similar trend with
experimental data. In the case of 12 nodes, top four volumes are
initially occupied by vapor. Top three volumes are remained as
vapor, while the fourth volume from the top start to fill with water
by condensation. The liquid void fraction increase only at the vol-
ume including the interface with liquid as shown in Fig. 7. The three
simulations with different nodes show the same trend regarding
odes (sec) 6 Nodes (sec) 12 Nodes (sec)

370 154
339 312



Fig. 4. Pressure difference between Pressurizer and SIT.

Fig. 5. The level change of SIT after steam injection.

Fig. 6. Fluid temperatures of Hybrid SIT in vertical direction (a) with 3 nodes, (b) with
12 nodes.
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condensation. The vapor temperature and the liquid temperature at
the interface also show the same pattern. In the RELAP5 code
simulation, temperature change and condensation rate are deter-
mined by flow regime.
2.4.2.4. Flow regime change of hybrid SIT. Fig. 8 shows us flow
regime and interface mass transfer rate of RELAP5 code simulation
with 3, 6, and 12 nodes. When steam injected into H-SIT, flow
regime of the upper volume are considered as Annular mist and
mist (pre-CHF) and flow regime at the interface between steam and
water assume vertically stratified condition. The flow regime of
fluid region is simply considered as Bubbly flow condition. 6 nodes
RELAP5 simulation shows very obvious flow pattern inside H-SIT,
while 12 nodes simulation shows fluctuation behavior of flow
pattern at interface. In the case of 12 nodes, flow regime of volume
3 maintains annular mist flow in the beginning, then turns into
Mist (Pre-CHF) flow shortly and returns to annular mist flow again.
The flow regime of volume 4 is fluctuating between slug flow and
vertically stratified flow in the beginning, then become vertically
stratified flow after 700 s. Volume 5 is bubbly flow during the
transient, which means the volume is submerged under a fluid. The
flow regime affects the interface mass transfer rate as shown in
Fig. 8. When number of nodes changes from 3 to 12, flow regime
also have a change, then condensation at the interface between
vapor and liquid shows different behavior. Flow regime controls the
condensation rate, it affects the pressure change. The abrupt
change of pressure in Fig. 4 can be explained by flow regime
change.
2.4.3. Interface mass transfer rate (steam condensation rate)
determined by flow regime

The hydrodynamic model of the RELAP5 code simulates the
transient flow behavior of thermal-hydraulic systems. The six
conservation equations are numerically solved for the transient
analysis. The two-fluid equations are formulated in terms of vol-
ume and time-averaged parameters of the flow. In the two-fluid
model, two-phase mixture is divided into liquid and vapor pha-
ses. Conservation of mass, energy, and momentum is separately
established for each phase. And, the conservation equations for two
phases are interconnected by jump conditions at the liquid-vapor
interface. For the jump condition, mass, momentum, and energy
transfer at the liquid/vapor interface are considered.

The steam condensation rate is mainly determined by heat
transfer at the interface between liquid and vapor. When RELAP5
code calculates the heat transfer at interface, it uses flow regime
that defines flow condition. The flow regime is also determined by
three parameters; average flow velocity, void fraction, and the
temperature difference between gas temperature and saturation



Fig. 7. Fluid temperatures of Hybrid SIT in vertical direction with 6 nodes and liquid
void fraction.

Fig. 8. The flow regime of Hybrid SIT and mass transfer rate per un
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temperature as shown in Fig. 9. The important findings from
experimental data are that the vertical stratification is dominant at
the L/V interface inside H-SIT. In the RELAP5 code, to estimate
steam condensation rate, energy jump condition at interface is
considered which is expressed in equation (1). Condensation be-
comes dominant when the interface gas enthalpy is same as the
saturated gas enthalpy and the interface fluid enthalpy is same as
the fluid enthalpy (hgi ¼ hg

s, hfi ¼ hf), while evaporation becomes
dominant when the interface fluid enthalpy is same as the satu-
rated fluid enthalpy (hgi ¼ hg, hfi ¼ hf

s). To estimate exact conden-
sation rate at interfacial area in H-SIT, flow regime map and
interfacial heat transfer coefficient (Hig, Hif) have to be well-
modeled. In the condensation of HIT, the interfacial heat transfer
coefficient of gas (Hig) can be ignored because the steam temper-
ature and saturated gas temperature is almost same in equation (1).
Moreover, vertical stratification flow and bubbly flow became
dominant, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient of fluid (Hif)
mainly determines the amount of condensation. According to ver-
tical flow map, the transient to vertical stratification flow initiates
when average flow velocity (vm) become smaller than Taylor bub-
ble rise velocity (vTb). The interfacial heat transfer coefficient with
it volume (a) for 3 nodes, (b) for 6 nodes and (c) for 12 nodes.



Fig. 9. Vertical flow regime map of RELAP5 codes.
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subcooled fluid is determined by McAdam correlation (2) when
flow regime is the vertical stratification flow with slow average
flow velocity, while the interfacial heat transfer coefficient with
subcooled fluid is determined by modified correlation of Unal and
Lahey (3) when flow regime is the bubbly flow with small void
fraction. Coefficient C is proportional to void fraction of vapor (ag)
in equation (3). In the transition between bubbly flow and vertical
stratification flow, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient is calcu-
lated by extrapolation between correlation (2) and (3).

Gf ¼
ps
pHig½TsðPsÞ � Tg � þ Hij½TsðPsÞ � Tf �

hgi � hfi
(1)

Hif ¼Nu
kf
D
aaf (2)

Hif ¼
Chfgrgrf ag
rf � rg

ðModified Unal; LaheyÞ if ag >0 (3)

In our case study of the number of nodes, whenwe separate SIT
with more volumes, it changes the average flow velocity and void
fraction and leads change of flow regime. When we increase
number of nodes from 3 to 12, the results show the condensation
rate become less as we discussed with Figs. 5 and 8. In lower part of
Fig. 8, we can see the interface mass transfer rate per unit volume.
Themass transfer rate includes both condensation and evaporation.
A positive value means evaporation, while a negative value implies
condensation. We can observe the evaporation at the beginning,
and then it shows howmuch steam condensates later. We also find
some peaks when flow regime changes because the condensation
rate is dependent on flow regime.
2.5. Summary of validation of RELAP5 code against SET
experimental data

We investigated the effect of nodes and environmental heat loss
for hybrid SIT by using RELAP5 code. Six cases were selected with a
different number of nodes from 3 to 12 nodes and applying heat
lose. RELAP5 code simulation generally gives us very conservative
and reliable guideline for Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). How-
ever, RELAP5 code simulation of hybrid SIT shows us uncertainties
on code itself related to condensation phenomena and by user's
effect with a nodalization. We compared the results of RELAP5 code
simulation with experimental data from separated effect test by
KAERI in terms of the equilibrium time, the water level of SIT and
fluid temperature in the vertical direction. Our discussions are
summarized as follows:

1. The increasing number of nodes leads shorter time to reach
equilibrium of pressure between PZR and H-SIT. However, all six
cases of RELAP5 simulation show shorter equilibrium time than
experimental data. The equilibrium time of simulation were
460, 370 and 154 s with 3 nodes, 6 nodes, and 12 nodes,
respectively, while that of experimental data was 759 s.

2. When the number of nodes increased, the water level in H-SIT
increase slowly because of less condensation at the interface
between saturated vapor and the subcooled liquid. Steam
condensation rate in RELAP5 calculation was lower than
experimental data in the case of 12 nodes.

3. The increasing number of nodes changed the flow regime of
volumes located at the top of H-SIT and reduced the conden-
sation rate. Condensation rate at interfacial area in H-SIT was
determined by flow regime map, and interfacial heat transfer
coefficient (Hig, Hif) was selected based on three parameters
(average flow velocity, void fraction, and the temperature dif-
ference between gas temperature and saturation temperature).

4. Environmental Heat loss at the wall of H-SIT contributes more
condensation with 6 and 12 nodes cases, while 3 nodes calcu-
lation shows the opposite results.

5. The average liquid temperature of RELAP5 simulation of H-SIT
shows a similar trend with the experimental data, even though
it cannot show the stratified liquid temperature profile like the
experimental data.

6. The condensation occurred only at the vapor volume that shared
the interface with liquid volume inside H-SIT when no heat loss
applied.

7. Considering the effect of nodes and heat loss, RELAP5 simulation
of 6 nodes with heat loss predict well close to the experimental
data.

We discussed the RELAP5 simulation of the local phenomena
inside H-SIT using SET experimental data. With limitation of one-
dimensional thermal-hydraulic system code, RELAP5 code
couldn't predict the stratified layer at the interface, but the average
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temperature and steam condensation rate inside H-SIT are
reasonably well-matched with SET experimental data, especially
with 6 nodes case. In next section, wewill validate the performance
of RELAP5 code against Integrated Effect Test (IET) data from ATLAS
facility in KAERI. First, we will explain about the test scenario of H-
SIT in ATLAS facility. Then, we will discuss the results of pre-test
calculation and post-test calculation.

3. The validation of the RELAP5 code for hybrid SIT against
integrated Separate Effect Test (IET) data

3.1. Initial conditions and test scenario of H-SIT in ATLAS facility

The integrated effect test for Hybrid-SIT was selected as one of
the topics by OECD/NEA ATLAS phase 2 project as shown in Fig. 10
[6]. The IET data from ATLAS facility have beenwidely used for code
validation [11e14]. Overall thermal-hydraulic behavior of H-SIT in
the case of SBO scenario has been discussed by Kim et al. [9]. We
will use the same IET experimental data to validate RELAP5 code in
this section. Table 4 below summarizes the initial steady-state
condition of the RELAP5 simulation against the major initial con-
ditions of ATLAS experimental facility provided by Operating
Agency (OA), KAERI on the Hybrid-SIT system [6].

The geometry and initial condition of all safety injection tanks
are the same. For the sake of experimental simplicity, the OA
determined to open all PBLs during steady-state before the initia-
tion of the transient. As a result, the pressure of the tanks reached
the primary operating pressure (15.5 MPa) and was maintained at
that level until the initiation of the transient phase. Due to the
opening of the PBLs, the steam flow from the pressurizer increases
the SIT water inventory until full water level is achieved in all tanks.
Regarding temperature, the SIT water is assumed to have a tem-
perature of 50 �C and remain at this status until the beginning of
the transient.

To simplify the computational analysis, the OA determined to
artificially open the DVI check valves of SIT-1&-3 allowing for im-
mediate water injection after the first POSRV opening. On the other
hand, the actuation of SIT-2&-4 is delayed and is commenced once
Fig. 10. The schematic diagram of h
the temperature of the hottest fuel rod within the core reaches
450 �C. Table 5 below displays the major parameters and set-points
of H-SIT.

3.2. The result of pre-test calculation for hybrid SIT

3.2.1. The sequence of events and phenomena
The pre-test results obtained after RELAP5 simulation were ar-

rangedwith respect to their time of occurrence and are displayed in
Table 6 below. The time is normalized by dividing the termination
time of the experiment, and all results are normalized by dividing
highest value to protect the proprietary experimental data from
OECD-ATLAS project.

The simulation of the event starts when a Loss Of Off-site Power
(LOOP) causes all Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) to stop. Simulta-
neously, the secondary side of the SG is isolated by closing 2 Main
Feed water Isolation Valves (MFIVs) located before the economizer
and down-comer nozzles. Also, the Main Steam Isolation Valve
(MSIV) and the Turbine Bypass Valve (TBV) are closed to prevent
steam from escaping the SG. Due to the continuous heat transfer
from the primary to the secondary side, the SG inventory continues
to boil which causes a surge in the steam dome pressure. In order to
ensure the integrity of the SG, each steam line is equipped with a
number of Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) designed to vent
steam and prevent pressure buildup. The first opening set-point of
the MSSV is 8.1 MPa, and it's reached at t* ¼ 0.0007 after the
initiation of the event.

Opening and closing the MSSV continuously maintains the
secondary pressure within the safety criteria as well as absorbing
the primary side decay heat and releasing it to the atmosphere.
However, as a result of steam released by the valves, the water level
within the SG starts to decrease which leads to complete dry-out
condition at around t* ¼ 0.1430. AT this stage, both steam gener-
ators are considered ineffective heat sinks as they do not contribute
at any significant level to the cooldown of the RCS. Consequently,
with the continuous decay heat generation by the core, the primary
side starts to heat up. Both temperature and pressure of the RCS rise
notably, and the set point of opening the POSRV is reached after
ybrid SIT in ATLAS facility [6].



Table 4
Major initial conditions used for the simulation.

Parameter Unit Simulation Remark

Core Power MW 1.561 8% of APR-1400 scaled power
Pressurizer pressure MPa 15.513 Primary pressure
SG dome pressure MPa 7.759 Secondary pressure
Core inlet temperature oC 290.6
Core outlet temperature oC 324.15
SG secondary temperature oC 292.88
Main Feed water temperature oC 233.89
Hot leg flow rate kg/sec 4.02
Cold leg flow rate kg/sec 2.011
Main Feed water flow rate (Down comer) kg/sec 0.075
Main Feed water flow rate (Economizer) kg/sec 0.37
Main steam flow rate kg/sec 0.456
Pressurizer water level m 3.56 54% of full length
SG water level m 4.94

Table 5
Major parameters and set points of H-SIT systems.

Hybrid Safety Injection Tank (Item B2.1)

Parameter Unit Simulation Remark

SIT-1,2,3,4 Pressure MPa 15.513 Primary pressure
SIT-1,2,3,4 temperature oC 49.99
SIT-1,2,3,4 water level m 4.6575 Full water level
SIT-1,3 injection start MPa 17.03 POSRV opening setpoint
SIT-2,4 injection start oC 430 Max. clad temperature

Table 6
Pre-test and Post-test Sequence of Events table for the Station Black-Out event.

Event Pre-test
calculation (t*)

Experiment
(t*)

Post-test
Calculation (t*)

Related Device Remarks

Phase-1: Transient Initiation and 2nd side cooling
SBO initiated 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Turbine trip RCP trip MFIV closure

MSIV closure
MSSV 1st open 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007 3 MSSV per each SG Open: 8.1 MPa

Close: 7.7 MPa
Decay heat started. 0.0012 0.0011 0.0012 Reactor trip 20 s delay
Secondary side inventory depletion (SG

dryout)
0.1430 0.2106 0.2095 Leads to primary side heat up

Phase-2: H-SIT-1&-3 cooling
POSRV 1st open 0.1729 0.3249 0.3251 POSRV on top of the pressurizer Open: 17.0 MPa

Close: 14.8 MPa
SIT-1&-3 open 0.1730 0.3250 0.3252 H-SIT-1&-3 Initiated by POSRV 1st open
Phase-3: First Loss of coolant in RCS
SIT-1&-3 close 0.3394 0.5775 0.5648 H-SIT-1 closure

H-SIT-3 closure
When injected flow temperature
>70 �C

Phase-4: H-SIT-2&-4 cooling
First PCT rise 0.3564 0.6721 0.6686 Fuel rod cladding Caused by uncover of fuel upper

parts
SIT-2&-4 open 0.3565 0.6722 0.6687 H-SIT-2&-4 When PCT > 450 �C
Phase-5: Second loss of coolant in RCS
SIT-2&-4 close 0.4725 0.8457 0.8450 H-SIT-2 closure

H-SIT-4 closure
When injected flow temperature
>70 �C

PCT rise and termination of the
simulation

0.4802 1.0000 1.0131 Fuel rod cladding

Note that t* is the time divided by the termination time of the experiment.
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t* ¼ 0.1729. The opening set point of the POSRV is 17.03 MPa.
Discharging the high-temperature steam temporarily reduces the
RCS temperature and pressure until the POSRV closing set point
(14.8 MPa) is reached. In addition to protecting the integrity of the
RPV, venting the RCS pressure serves as a bleeding mechanism.
Bleeding leads to a pressure difference between the RCS and the H-
SIT that allows the Emergency Core Cooling Water (ECCW) to
passively flow into the RPV. For the simplicity of experimental
arrangement, 2 H-SITs start to inject water directly after the first
POSRV opening. The fluid temperature at the bottom of the SIT is
utilized as the closure set point for the DVI valve.

As a result of closing the valves in the injection lines of H-SIT-1
& �3 as well as the continuous depletion of RCS inventory through
the POSRV, the water level starts to decrease and fuel cladding
temperature spikes. The first PCT spike observed during the simu-
lation occurred after t* ¼ 0.3564. To prevent any fuel damage, the
remaining SITs (H-SIT-2&-4) are engaged once the cladding tem-
perature reaches 450 �C. This injection helps to dramatically lower
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the RCS pressure as well as restore the water level above the Top of
Active Fuel (TAF). Similarly to H-SIT-1&-3, the injection flow of H-
SIT-2&-4 is terminated once the liquid temperature at the bottom
of the tanks approaches 70 �C. The previously mentioned termi-
nations occur around t* ¼ 0.4725 and render the system without
any cooling methods besides the bleeding mechanism through the
POSRV. As a result of the RCS bleeding, the water level drops below
the TAF and the second peak in cladding temperature is observed
around t* ¼ 0.4802.
Fig. 12. Steam Generator water level and SIT flowrate during SBO event (Pre-test).
3.2.2. System behavior and identification of phases
Fig. 11 below captures the pressure behavior of the primary and

secondary systems along with the core decay curve during the
station blackout event. During the progression of the event, five
distinct phases are observed. The first phase is characterized by
secondary side cooling through repeated and controlled discharge
from the MSSV. The water inventory in SG is utilized to cool the
primary system which is reflected in maintaining RCS pressure
lower than the set point of POSRV opening despite the existence of
decay heat during phase-1.

The depletion of secondary side inventory is shown in Fig. 12,
which shows the inventory of the riser region of the steam gener-
ator. As stated in the SOE table (Table 6), the dry-out condition is
reached around t* ¼ 0.1430. The uncovered U-tubes within the SG
seize to transfer the decay heat from the primary to the secondary
side. Shortly after the full depletion of the SG secondary inventory,
the RCS starts to pressurize as seen in Figs. 11 and 12 towards the
end of phase-1. The first phase of the SBO scenario is terminated
once the POSRV opening set point is reached at t*¼ 0.1729. Phase-2
is initiated by the injection of H-SIT-1&-3 which is activated with
opening of the POSRV. The flow behavior of the Hybrid SIT is shown
in Fig. 12. The function of the injected water from the H-SIT is to
partially replenish the RCS inventory lost through the POSRV, as
well as partially cooling down the high-temperature RCS water.

Phase-3 starts once H-SIT-1&-3 are isolated at t* ¼ 0.3394,
which marks the end of phase-2. The major phenomena occurring
during phase-3 is the continuous bleeding of the RCS inventory
through the POSRV. Most of the major plant parameters remain the
same during this phase except thewater levels which are decreased
until the core water level reaches the TAF at t* ¼ 0.3564. The core
water level is shown in Fig. 13, and it can be seen that the top nodes
of the active core are uncovered around that time. A spike is noticed
in the maximum cladding temperature shortly and the PCT reaches
a value of 450 �C. This value is sufficient to actuate the injection
signal of H-SIT-2&-4.
Fig. 11. Primary and Secondary pressure along with decay heat curve during SBO event
(Pre-test).
Phase-4 begins with the injection of H-SIT-2&-4, and it's char-
acterized by a steep decrease in the PCT due to recovering the core
water level. The safety injection during this phase is sufficient to
temporarily prevent RCS heat up, thus the POSRV remains closed
during this phase. Similar to phase-2, the SIT injection is terminated
once the fluid temperature at the bottom of the tank reaches 70 �C.

The final stage of the accident happens after the isolation of H-
SIT-2&-4. Due to the remaining decay heat generated by the core,
the POSRV starts to open again. However, the inventory released
through the POSRV cannot be compensated since all H-SIT have
been isolated. Eventually, a reduction in core water level leads to
fuel uncovery and PCT excursion beyond t*¼ 0.4725 of the analysis.
The simulation is terminated once the hottest node in the fuel rods
reaches a temperature of 550 �C.

Fig. 14 shows a number of key parameters that's essential to
determine the inventory remaining in the RCS and SITs. Those pa-
rameters include the total mass released through the POSRV as well
as the mass injected by the H-SIT. As can be seen during Phase-2&-
4, SIT flow is always accompanied by slightly lower flow in the PBL
and a decrease in the water level of the H-SITs. Also, once the H-SIT
is isolated, its water level remains constant.
3.2.3. Comparison between pre-test results and experimental data
for SBO with hybrid SIT

After observing Figs. 15 and 3 main differences could be noticed
when comparing Pre-test and experimental results. To begin with
SG water level, the pre-test result tends to drop faster than that of
Fig. 13. PCT and core water level during SBO event (Pre-test).



Fig. 14. Water levels of SITs during SBO event (Pre-test). Fig. 16. Comparison of SIT flowrates between experimental and Pre-test results.
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the experimental test. This mainly due to higher frequency in
opening and closing the MSSV in order to keep the secondary
pressure within safety limits. The reason behind the higher MSSV
opening frequency during Pre-test calculation goes to the absence
of environmental heat loss that acts as a secondary mechanism for
decay heat dissipation. Secondly, the pre-test simulation results
show a significant pressure dip immediately after the opening of
POSRV. This sudden reduction in pressure is attributed to high
direct contact condensation that happens once the stratification
layer (originally located inside the PBL) enters the H-SIT. The
interfacial heat transfer area inside the H-SIT is larger than that of
the PBL. Thus, a spike in condensation causes a pressure dip. The
final difference is observed in the secondary side after the depletion
of the SG inventory. The SG pressure measured in ATLAS facility
tends to decrease after SG dry-out, which implies that both SGs are
still acting as heat sinks as a result of environmental heat loss (EHL).

In terms of SIT flowrates, pre-test simulation tends to have an
earlier actuation timewhen compared with the experiment as seen
from Fig. 16. Since SIT-1&-3 is actuated simultaneously with first
opening of POSRV, they are opened earlier during the Pre-test
simulation. As for SIT-2&4, they are actuated once PCT reaches
450 �C which occurs shortly after core water level drops below top
of active core. Pre-test simulation displayed faster RCS depletion
through the POSRV due to absence of EHL. Thus, the first core
uncovery and SIT-2&-4 opening also occur earlier. Another
Fig. 15. Comparison of Primary pressure, secondary pressure and SG water level of
experimental and pre-test analysis.
difference that was noticed was the short injection duration of pre-
test simulations. The SIT injection stops once the bottom water
temperature of H-SIT reaches 70 �C. The EHL acting on SIT during
the experiment caused delaying of the rise in tank inventory
temperature while the average temperature in the simulation
helped earlier increase of the bottom temperature, thus the injec-
tion duration was extended.

The PCT excursions happened earlier in the simulation than the
experiment. In the experiment, opening the POSRV to relieve the
primary pressure is less frequent, thus the water level remains
above the TAF for longer periods. The PCT excursions are delayed in
the experiment because the fuel rods covered for longer periods as
seen by Fig. 17.

The final difference between pre-test and experimental results
is concerned with the duration of the transient. Due to the effect of
environmental heat loss, the experiment was terminated after
t* ¼ 1. On the other hand, the pre-test simulation was terminated
much earlier (after t* ¼ 0.4820.)
3.2.4. The consideration of environmental heat loss
The pre-test simulation showed the faster progression of the

transient due to the insulated boundary conditions applied initially
to RELAP5 model. When all initial conditions were matched, the
main sub-events within the Station Blackout accident occurred
earlier during RELAP5 simulation. For instance, the depletion of the
Fig. 17. Core water level and PCT curves for pre-test simulation and experimental test.



Table 7
The selected Heat transfer coefficients for post-test calculation.

Phase Primary/ atmosphere (W/m2.K) Secondary/atmosphere (W/m2.K) Primary / secondary (W/m2.K) SIT-1&-3 (W/m2.K) SIT-2&-4 (W/m2.K)

1 4 17 Default 0 0
2 0 15 15 90 0
3 0 15 11 0 0
4 0 15 11 0 50
5 0 15 11 0 0

Fig. 18. Total discharged mass from MSSV and POSRV of Pre-test and Post-test
calculation with the experimental data.

Fig. 19. Core water level and Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT) of Pre-test and Post-
test calculation with the experimental data.
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SG secondary side was predicted at t* ¼ 0.1430 by RELAP5 while it
actually took place at t* ¼ 0.2106 during the experiment. Another
key sub-event is the first opening of the POSRV since it automati-
cally initiates the first phase of safety injection. During the exper-
iment, the POSRV opening set point was reached t* ¼ 0.3249 after
the experiment started, while it was reached after t* ¼ 0.1729
within RELAP5 simulation. This difference can be connected to the
fact that both SGs in the experiment were depleted in a slower
manner when compared to the simulation. In further detail, the SG
in ATLAS facility was dissipating the primary heat through two
mechanisms: the steam ejection with MSSV hysteresis and SG
surface heat dissipation to the environment.

Moreover, the opening/closing frequency of the POSRV during
the experiment was less than RELAP5 simulation due to the exis-
tence of the environmental heat loss. As a result, the experimental
core water level wasmaintained above the TAF for amore extended
period, and the PCT rise happenedmuch later than predicted by the
code simulation as seen by Fig. 17. The aforementioned three sub-
events were used as indicative factors to reduce the discrepancy
of the simulation results during the post-test calculation. After
applying convective boundary conditions with appropriate heat
transfer coefficients, the simulation yielded better results in terms
of agreement with experimental data.

First, the default convective heat transfer coefficient in RELAP5
was applied to the component affected by environment heat loss
but it could not reduce the discrepancy between simulation and
experiment sufficiently. Thus, we categorized the facility volumes
into primary loop, secondary loop, and H-SIT components and
investigated different heat transfer coefficients for each group of
components. The entire transient could be well matched with
experimental data by modifying heat loss coefficients to the
following heat structures:

- The outer surface of RCS components in contact with contain-
ment air (Phase-1)

- The outer surface of SG in contact with containment air during
all 5 phases

- The outer surface of SIT-1&-3 during their injection period
(Phase-2)

- The outer surface of SIT-2&-4 during their injection period
(Phase-4)

- Secondary side U-tubes surface after SG Dryout (Phases: 2e5)

The investigated coefficients ranged between 0 and 5 W/m2.K
for primary loop, 10 and 20 W/m2.K for secondary loop, and
0e100 W/m2.K for H-SIT components. After several iterations, it
was found the following heat transfer coefficients given in Table 7.

The Sequence of events for post-test calculation after applying
heat loss is displayed in Table 6 along with the Pre-test calculation
results and experimental data. The total mass released by all MSSV
is shown in Fig. 18, and it confirms the delay of SG dry-out between
pre-test and Post-test calculations. Regarding the POSRV, The EHL
delayed POSRV actuation during post-test calculation. Thus, the
total discharged mass through the POSRV during Post-test calcu-
lation started to rise later than what was predicted during pre-test
calculation. Another effect of EHL on total discharged mass through
the POSRV is the slower rate of release, which is an indication of the
role of EHL as a secondary heat sink. The effect of EHL is seen during
the period of the primary loop heat up following SG dry out. The
black bracket in Fig. 20 represents the delay in opening the POSRV
caused by applying Environmental heat loss. Another effect that
can be seen from Fig. 20 is the gradual reduction in SG pressure
post-dryout. The First core uncovery is delayed as a result of the
application of Environmental heat loss. The lowest point of the
water level indicates that the second SIT injection phase is initiated.
As expected, by delaying the core uncover, the sharp increase in fuel
temperature is also delayed. Fig. 19 shows the trends of core water
level and Peak cladding temperatures before and after the appli-
cation of EHL.



Fig. 20. Fluctuations of pressurizer and steam generator pressures of Pre-test and
Post-test calculation with the experimental data.
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3.3. Summary of validation of RELAP5 code against IET
experimental data

RELAP5 simulation of the H-SIT was conducted against the
experimental data provided by the OECD/NEA-ATLAS 2 project.
First, we started the pre-test calculation with only boundary and
initial condition. We identified 5 phases based on the plant
behavior in the pre-test calculation. Comparing with the experi-
mental data, we investigated the discrepancy between the pre-test
results and experimental data. The transient of the experimental
data is twice slower than that of the pre-test calculation. The main
contributor of the discrepancy was the environmental heat loss
from the wall of the components. By trials and errors, we deter-
mined the heat transfer coefficient for primary side, secondary side
and SIT. After applying the environmental heat loss, the results of
post-test calculation were well matched with the experimental
data.

4. Conclusions

RELAP5 MOD3.3 code provides a conservative and reliable
analysis results for an accident of Nuclear Power Plant, especially
for the Design Basis Accident (DBA). Thus, the simulation results of
the RELAP5 code are used to set the guideline for a rulemaking.
However, RELAP5 code simulation regarding Design Extension
Condition (DEC) has not fully validated with experimental data.
Moreover, the results of RELAP5 simulation are highly dependent
on the user's expertise and experience as well as well developed
Thermal-Hydraulic model implemented in the code. To validate the
performance of the RELAP5 MOD3.3 code for DEC, we selected the
scenario of passive high-pressure safety injection system called
Hybrid SIT in the case of SBO. For the validation of performance of
RELAP5 code, we used two existing data from Separate Effect Test
and Integrated Effect Test. We hired the four-step approach of
assessment and validation of code. In step 1, the effect of nodali-
zation was investigated against SET experimental data in terms of
the equilibrium time, condensation and stratification. The changing
a number of nodes affected significantly on the condensation rate at
the interface between liquid and vapor. More nodes showed less
condensation. The RELAP5 code could not predict the stratification
at the interface because of limitation of one-dimensional approach.
However, the average condensation rate in the interface volume
was reasonably matched with experimental data. In step 2(Pre-test
calculation), we simulated the scenario of Hybrid SIT according to
the description of the OECD-ATLAS project. We only considered the
initial condition and boundary condition. We analyzed the plant
behavior and identified the five-phase for the transient. In step
3(Post-test calculation), we compared the results of Pre-test
calculation with the experimental data from ATLAS facility and
found out a large discrepancy between simulation results and
experimental data. The major contributor of the discrepancy was
the environmental heat loss (EHL). We investigated the most suit-
able heat transfer coefficient and applied to the RELAP5 simulation.
After applying EHL, the results of RELAP5 code simulation were
reasonably matched with experimental data. The RELAP5 code
shows an inherent limitation of one-dimensional code to predict
direct contact condensation and stratification at the interface be-
tween vapor and liquid, and also shows a significant effect of
nodalization and the environmental heat loss.
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